
ANGLIČTINA – 9. TŘÍDA  

1.) THE USA: 

Prohlédni si mapu a přečti si text týkající se USA a do školního sešitu anglicky odpověz na otázky 1-

10.  

 

The United States of America is a very big country and 250 million people live 

there. The country is in the middle of the North American continent between 

Canada and Mexico. 

Canada is in the North and Mexico is in the South. The Atlantic Ocean is in the 

East and the Pacific Ocean is in the West. 

There are 50 states in the USA and they all have a government and a capital city. 

The capital city of the USA is Washington DC. The USA flag is called the ‘’Stars 

and Stripes’’. There are 50 stars on the flag, one for each state. 

The USA is famous for many different things. New York City is a very famous and 

important city. The Empire State Building is in New York. It is a very tall building 

and it is very beautiful. Disneyland is famous, too. It is in Florida and it is a good 

place to have a holiday.  

American food is famous all over the world. Hamburgers and coca-cola are very 

popular. Aseball and American football are very popular sports in the USA and 

people in Europe watch American football on the television. 



 

QUESTIONS 

1. Where is the United States of America? 

2. What is the name of the ocean in the West? 

3. What is the name of the country in the North? 

4. What is the name of the capital city of the United States of America? 

5. What is the ‘’Stars and Stripes’’? 

6. Where is the Empire State Building? 

7. Where is Disneyland? 

8. What are popular sports in the USA? 

9. What American food is famous all over the world? 

10 .What is your favourite food? 

 

KONTROLNÍ OTÁZKY – ODPOVĚZ NA NĚ DO ŠKOLNÍHO SEŠITU: 

1. Kolik států se nachází v USA? 

2. Vyjmenuj alespoň tři státy USA. 

3. S jakými zeměmi USA sousedí?  

 


